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ABSTRACT Smart strategies and intelligent technologies are enabling the designing of a smart learning
environment that successfully supports the development of personalized learning and adaptive learning. This
trend towards integration is in line with the growing prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled smart
education systems, which can leverage Machine Learning (ML) techniques to provide Personalized Course
Recommendations (PCR) to students. Current recommendation techniques rely on either explicit or implicit
feedback, often failing to capture changes in learners’ preferences effectively as they integrate both types of
feedback. This paper proposes a new model for personalized learning and PCR that is enabled by a smart
E-Learning (EL) platform. The model aims to gather data on students’ academic performance, interests,
and learning preferences, using this information to recommend the most beneficial courses for each student.
Our approach suggests courses based on the learner’s interactions with the system and the cosine similarity
of related content, combining explicit (user ratings) and implicit (views and behavior) methodologies. The
method employs various ML algorithms and an EL Recommender System (RecSys) based on Collaborative
Filtering (CF), including Random Forest Regressor (RFR), Decision Tree Regressor (DTR), K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), eXtreme Gradient Boosting Regressor (XGBR),
and Linear Regression (LR). To evaluate our proposed solution, we benchmark it against existing approaches
in terms of predictive accuracy and running time. Experiments are conducted using two benchmark datasets
from Coursera and Udemy. The proposed model outperforms existing top-K recommendation techniques in
terms of accuracy metrics such as precision@k, Mean Average Precision (MAP)@k, recall@k, Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)@k, Mean Squared Error (MSE)@k, Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE)@k, andMean Absolute Error (MAE)@k for PCR. The results show that SVD performs particularly
well, demonstrating higher precision, recall, MAP, and NDCG along with lower MAE, RMSE, and MSE
values compared to other proposed algorithms. This success can be attributed to SVD’s ability to capture
complex interactions between students and courses. Our proposed solutions exhibit promise across two
datasets and can be applied to various RecSys domains.

INDEX TERMS Machine learning, collaborative filtering, recommender system, e-learning, Internet of
Things, smart education, MOOC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of education has been to gradually enhance
the atmosphere of smart learning and techniques throughout
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the last few years. Another element that accelerates learn-
ing is the use of different techniques. Students’ progres-
sion is boosted by ongoing performance evaluation and
monitoring employing a variety of sensing devices and
Internet-connected devices. Everyone has several possibil-
ities for achieving high standards and novel developments
due to smart education. Furthermore, IoT advancements are
expected to transform the traditional educational system into
a smart learning environment. IoT has the power to compel
the interconnection of items and the use of sensed data in
smart education. The use of IoT can improve the learning
involvement of students, enabling them to study quickly,
successfully, and pleasantly [1], [2], [3].

Technology has become an essential component of the edu-
cation sector, contributing to the enhancement of educational
quality and the promotion of knowledge sharing among stu-
dents worldwide via various platforms [4], [5], [6]. EL, a form
of education delivered through the Internet, has emerged as
an effective means of information exchange and learning.
EL platform enables learners to enhance their knowledge
and skills without needing to attend physical classes or be
present at an educational institution due to factors such as
the inaccessibility of institutions or their remote locations
[7]. However, IoT-enabled smart education systems can be
incredibly useful in providing PCR to students using ML
techniques. The system can gather data about students’ aca-
demic performance, interests, and learning preferences, and
use this data to suggest the most appropriate courses for
them. In real-time data collection, IoT can facilitate remote
learning by enabling students to access educational content
and resources from anywhere. This includes online courses,
video conferencing tools, and virtual laboratories. In the pro-
posed work, we use online course data extracted fromMOOC
platforms, including Udemy and Coursera.

The Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) platform’s
learning materials are growing daily as a result of the digi-
tization and network exchange of educational materials [8].
On the one hand, learners can always find the curriculum
resources they actually need when it comes to various educa-
tional materials; due to learners’ varying levels of expertise,
it might be challenging for them to accurately recognize the
content of the materials [9]. Because they cannot quickly
eliminate the learning resources they are interested in, stu-
dents get lost or make ill-informed decisions wasting extra
time. The MOOC system places a lot of emphasis on the
course or video suggestion because it enables students to
find materials for their learning needs. The MOOC platforms
can successfully assist learners in coping with issues like
resource overload and knowledge fragmentation by recom-
mending instructional materials that match their preferences
and requirements.

Conventional EL platforms rely on static content and
assume that all learners are homogeneous, making it impos-
sible for them to meet the requirements of every single
student. These platforms are less adaptable, and if a platform

supporting a specific method has been created and put into
place, it is less likely to evolve in response to how students
engage and what they prefer [10].
The quick transition to smart education, especially in the

age of pandemics, makes the use of EL, remote learning plat-
forms, and hybrid models necessary. It becomes necessary
to develop adaptive and personalized education to lessen the
drawbacks of distance learning and keep high standards of
accomplishment. ML, the Internet of behavior, and explain-
able AI are just a few of the technologies influencing the
direction of smart education in the era of EL and MOOC
through personalization and customization [11].
Due to the emergence of COVID-19 and the subsequent

closure of educational institutions, authorities proposed alter-
native methods for learning in emergencies to ensure students
continue their education and prevent the spread of the virus
[12]. Traditional educational methods were replaced by EL,
also known as online learning, as social gatherings in edu-
cational institutions were deemed a high-risk activity for the
spread of the virus. EL has gained significant attention in
recent years and has become a crucial means of acquiring
knowledge, not only for students in schools and universities
but also for lifelong learners seeking to improve their social
andworkplace skills [13]. Coursera is an example of aMOOC
platform that offers courses, degrees, programs, and creden-
tials from renowned institutions and businesses including
Stanford, Harvard, Google, and IBM. MOOC offers online
courses and materials spanning a variety of disciplines like
computer science, mathematics, and business. Learners must
choose the courses and materials that will help them advance
their careers and remain competitive in the global economy
from the many options accessible [14]. Udemy1 is a MOOC
platform that offers a wide range of courses on various topics,
including business, technology, personal development, and
the arts, among others. It enables instructors to build and
distribute courses on the platform, and it also allows learners
to access courses on demand. Udemy’s courses are designed
for learners of all levels, from beginner to advanced, and
they offer various formats, such as video lectures, quizzes,
and assignments. Additionally, Udemy offers a certificate of
completion for many courses upon finishing them. Therefore,
it is important to create RecSys to encourage learners to
choose academic courses or learning contents in EL.

RecSys are the main information filtering solutions that are
efficient for increased internet availability, personalization
tendencies, and evolving computer user activities. Although
current RecSys are effective at delivering reasonable sug-
gestions, they continue to struggle with issues including
accuracy, scalability, and cold-start [15]. Finding precise
information from data sources is becoming more challeng-
ing due to the student population’s ever-growing access to
EL resources. Personalization systems like adaptive EL and
RecSys simplify the process of finding information from data

1https://www.udemy.com/
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pools, but they encounter challenges like data scarcity, cold-
start, scalability, time consumption, and accuracy [16].

Personalized RecSys [17], [18] are capable of offering
engaging content that matches users’ interests and contributes
to alleviating the problem of information overload. Most fre-
quently, recommendation algorithms present customers with
possible items based on a range of data. RecSys uses the
history of user-item interactions to suggest items in real-
world situations, and it then solicits user feedback to improve
those suggestions. In other ways, RecSys also makes recom-
mendations for products based on interactions with users to
learn about those users’ preferences. The initial recommen-
dation study mainly concentrates on designing content-based
filtering and CF techniques to achieve this [19]. Personalized
learning and PCR are important features for EL platforms to
enhance the learning experience of their users. CF is a popular
technique used to build such models [20], [21].

Numerous colleges and universities are recognizing this
idea and approach. They create a learning environment online
and open their courses for free on the MOOC system to make
it easier for students to learn online and share information.
Due to the abundance of network resources at this time,
students are having difficulties swiftly and precisely locating
the right course materials. Therefore, the current research
priorities in curriculum suggestion are how to distribute
knowledge, convey relevant knowledge to people who need it,
reduce redundant knowledge generation, and encourage the
widespread utilization of knowledge more effectively.

Integrating MOOC resources into the learning process is
crucial, and the internet and big data analysis technology offer
significant benefits for learners. However, finding suitable
MOOCs has become complex due to their variety and easy
access to platforms such as Udacity, Coursera, Udemy, and
edX, and learners can be overwhelmed by the vast amount
of information offered. As distance learning demand grows,
RecSys solutions have emerged to enhance course selection
quality and help learners navigate the overwhelming amount
of course information available. MOOC-based RecSys pro-
vides suggested quality courses to learners. One way that IoT
can be used to improve education is through the develop-
ment of personalized EL and MOOC RecSys. These systems
can collect data from students, such as their learning styles,
interests, and progress, to recommend the most relevant and
engaging content. This can help students learn more effec-
tively and efficiently. Personalized EL and MOOC RecSys
can be valuable tools for improving smart education. By pro-
viding students with the most relevant and engaging content,
these systems can help students learn more effectively and
efficiently.

According to our knowledge, many students continue to be
curious about how to select the most suitable courses to take
during the learning experience. Students frequently select
appropriate courses according to their preferences, interests,
assistance from accompanying experts, etc. The proposed
study aims to develop a PCR using ML and CF techniques

to predict students’ academic performance and recommend
appropriate courses. The study will compare the effectiveness
of CF and ML techniques. The results could provide insights
into developing an effective PCR, but ethical considerations
must be considered to ensure unbiased recommendations.
The material/content of the MOOCs regarding the students’
profiles will be classified into beginners, intermediate, expert,
difficulty, and all levels to make recommendations. By apply-
ing explicit (user ratings) and implicit (views and behavior
e.g., the video lecture the students have watched, the articles
they have read, or the exams/assignments they have done,
to identify patterns) techniques to make recommendations
based on the learner’s interactions with the system and the
cosine similarity in the similar contents. Additionally, the
proposed model will combine temporal course correlation
explicitly and learners’ preferences and interest in course
content implicitly. To this end, the Udemy data is utilized
for learner’s implicit behavior, and Coursera data is utilized
to make recommendations based on explicit behavior. Then
the explicit and implicit feedback are combined by designing
a matrix for each learner group. CF and ML algorithms are
applied to the matrix to generate recommendations for each
learner.

To ensure that learning materials are personalized to each
learner, smart educational systems should emerge. This work
aims to create a novel PCR that provides learners with
the best learning materials based on their choices, prefer-
ences, interests, past performance, learning style, contextual
knowledge, and information-storage abilities. For EL in
smart education, a novel RecSys based on CF using ML
approaches is introduced. To deliver personalized learn-
ing materials, this strategy is integrated into a smart EL
environment. Through the design, implementation, anal-
ysis, and assessment of a personal learning framework,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed RecSys for
ranking the top@k courses. Based on the insights obtained
from data analysis, It should also consider the student’s
IoT-enabled devices and their usage patterns to personalize
the recommendations further. Personalization and adaptabil-
ity are currently crucial components of technology integration
due to the quick development of smart EL systems. For
instance, personalized learning environments are created to
give students control over their learning environment and
experience.

The main contributions of the proposed PCR RecSys are
summarized as follows.
1. To provide a paradigm for smart education and assess

whether current educational systems effectively meet the
needs of learners, this study examines information on
student preferences.

2. Based on the data collected and analyzed, the system
will generate PCR for each student. The recommendation
engine employs ML and CF algorithms to suggest courses
that match the student’s academic performance, interests,
learning styles, and learning preferences.
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3. To explore CF and ML algorithms, including RFR, KNN,
DTR, SVD, XGBR, and LR to suggest top@k courses that
match the student’s academic and learning preferences.

4. To evaluate the performance of the proposed system
for top-k recommendations in terms of accuracy met-
rics such as recall@k, precision@k, NDCG@k, MAP@k,
MAE@k, MSE@k, and RMSE@k are employed.

5. The proposed system can be integrated with the learning
management system to provide students with convenient
access to the recommended courses. The system will
deliver feedback on the courses taken by the students,
which can be used to enhance the PCR.

6. The system provides real-time feedback to the students
regarding their performance and recommends the most
relevant courses. This recommendation can help students
stay motivated and engaged in their learning.
The rest of the article is categorized into subsequent

sections: related work is conducted in section II while
section III illustrates the proposed course recommendation
model. Section IV reports experimental analysis and results
to validate the proposed objectives and section V discusses
the results and provides suggestions for future research direc-
tions. Finally, section VI concludes the proposed work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recently,ML for education has drawn a lot of interest [1], [2],
[22]. Prior studies have concentrated on topics like grade pre-
diction [23], drop-out prediction [24], individualized teaching
methods and resources [25], evaluating students’ concep-
tual understanding of a subject matter [26], multimedia and
cooperative learning [27], interpretation of students’ perfor-
mance [28], MOOC recommendations [29], etc. The vital
but under-researched issue of (tailored) course sequence rec-
ommendation is examined in this work. Shortening the time
required for students to graduate is one of the potentially big
effects of addressing this problem. The solutions for resolving
this issue can then be integrated with other approaches to
offer a complete collection of resources for individualized
learning.

Numerous approaches have been established in recent
years and evaluated against publicly accessible datasets. The
RecSys problem has been approached in a variety of ways
in literature. These techniques are divided into content-based
filtering [30], [31], CF [32], [33], and hybrid [34] algorithms.
Popular buckets incorporate heuristic approaches, matrix
factorization-based CF approaches [35], [36], neighborhood-
based CF approaches, and ML approaches.

There is a lot of research has been conducted on PCR.
For instance, Chen et al. [37] presented a hybrid RecSys.
To acquire content-related items, it leverages item-based
CF. These items are then filtered using a sequential pat-
tern mining technique following typical learning sequences.
To predict course trends and carry out rating predictions
following them, Symeonidis and Malakoudis [38] designed
a multi-dimensional matrix factorization framework coupled

with the CF technique that makes use of data from external
resources (such as users’ skills, course characteristics, etc.).
Additionally, Wan and Niu [39] developed a learning object
self-organization-based RecSys in which the learning object
is cumulatively modeled as an intelligent entity applying the
self-organization concept and communicates with each other
independently. As time passes, immediately after the learning
process begins, the students typically put in a lot of effort on
their assignments and video watching, and they are highly
motivated to finish the course [40]. But as the course goes on,
the challenge grows, and students get more dissatisfied [41].
According to Halawa et al. [42], students typically leave

school because they are not satisfied with their education.
Better satisfaction promotesMOOCpersistence. A high score
helps with contentment. Regular MOOC recommendations
are typically based on interest. Thus, better features should be
considered. Before attempting learning modules in an EL set-
ting, RecSys can propose familiarization exercises. RecSys
creates ‘‘user rating resource matrices’’ and provides individ-
ualized suggestions for learning resources according to users’
learning preferences and learning paths in EL systems [16],
[43]. More and more articles are being submitted to computer
science journals and conferences as computer science and
information technology have a wide and profound impact on
our daily lives. Wan et al. [31] presented the content-based
filtering Journals and Conferences RecSys on computer sci-
ence, together with its online service, to aid authors in picking
where to publish their studies. Depending on a manuscript’s
abstract, this method prioritizes conferences or journals that
would be appropriate. To do this, a web crawler is leveraged
to keep updating the training set and the learning method to
keep up with the rapidly evolving field of computer science
and technology. They provided an effective hybrid approach
based on chi-square feature selection and SoftMax regression
to produce an interactive online response.

Amane et al. [44] presented a dynamic ontology-based EL
RecSys. In order to get the top recommendations applying
clustering approaches, their suggested strategy characterizes
course and learner linguistically. This information will be
merged into collaborative and content-based filtering pro-
cesses. The experiments’ measurements were conducted by
employing the Coursera dataset with the USMBA dataset
from the university. Yang et al. [45] created a max cost
flow structure to handle the limitations after developing a
context-aware matrix factorization framework for predicting
students’ opinions over questions. A question recommenda-
tion with limitations for MOOC was the suggestion made
in their work. Lazarevic et al. [46] established a mechanism
for recommending courses based on commonalities between
courses that are driven by ML. The suggested method uses a
variety of data mining approaches to highlight course simi-
larities. The experimental portion of this study demonstrated
that Cosine metrics are the most accurate for calculating
these values. The approach suggested in this work is built on
rankings according to study areas. Jiang et al. [47] employed
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FIGURE 1. Proposed MOOC recommendations framework.

a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) user interest approach to
construct an online education course RecSys. LDA is an unsu-
pervised ML technique. The user’s preference for subjects,
their interest in online education courses, and the completion
of the recommendation of online education courses depend-
ing on this are assessed using the LDA user interest paradigm.
The proposed strategy is then assessed using data from EL
websites.

For the movie RecSys, several modifications of the KNN
method with various similarity metrics have been presented
in [48]. These various KNN method modifications have been
applied to real data from the MovieLens dataset. Ahuja et al.
[49] built a movie RecSys by leveraging the K-Means clus-
tering and KNN methods. Gupta et al. [50] designed CF
and K-NN approaches that are mainly used to show how
they can improve the model’s accuracy when compared to
content-based filtering. By combining a CF strategy with
cosine similarity and KNN, this method improves upon the
drawbacks of content-based filtering. Kumar and Bhasker
[51] created a novel Deep Learning (DL) hybrid RecSys to
close the gaps in CF structures and attain the greatest pro-
jected accuracy doable using DL. The suggested method uses
a decreasing learning rate alongwith increasingweight decay,
with the values cycled over epochs, to further boost accuracy.
The suggested solution is compared to existing approaches
based on projected accuracy and computational effective-
ness. Extensive study has been conducted on several datasets,

comprising MovieLens 100K, FilmTrust, Book-Crossing,
and MovieLens 1-M. Tahmasebi et al. [52], introduced a
hybrid social RecSys that makes use of a deep autoen-
coder structure. Their proposed framework takes advantage
of social influence from users in addition to CF and content-
based filtering. Social influence is defined for each user based
on their social traits and online behaviors using Open Movie
and MovieTweetings datasets.

In the current studies, a course may only be taken once all
its required courses have been completed and passed. Tradi-
tional RecSys typically focus on recommending items or sets
of items but often do not consider prerequisites when making
recommendations. Therefore, recommending a course to a
student who has not completed the prerequisite courses is not
meaningful.

To the best of our knowledge, it appears that no research
has been conducted on a MOOC RecSys specifically uti-
lizing CF and ML techniques like RFR, KNN, DTR, SVD,
XGBR, and LR, along with two different similarity measure-
ments (cosine and Mean Square Difference (MSD) baseline
similarities) for neighborhood and top-k recommendations
calculation. This statement suggests that there is a gap in
the existing literature regarding the specific combination
of KNN variants and similarity measurements for movie
recommendation systems. Conducting research in this area
could contribute to the understanding and improvement of
movie recommendation algorithms. To know how to place
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FIGURE 2. A CF-based PCR architecture for MOOC.

the learners’ importance on the learning context by including
the course’s goal and learning preferences. It is necessary to
make distinctions between suggestions for full-time students
and those who study part-time.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 demonstrates the framework designed for the pro-
posed personalized EL and MOOC RecSys. In this case,
MOOC datasets were employed to provide recommenda-
tions. The user-item rating matrix is used to determine
how similar different students are to one another. For a
particular user-item rating matrix, two types of similari-
ties are calculated: cosine, and MSD baseline. To provide
a course recommendation, a form of KNN-based CF and
ML recommendation algorithms are employed with five-
fold cross-validation techniques. Metrics like precision@k,
MAP@k, recall@k, NDCG@k, MSE@k, RMSE@k, and
MAE@k for top-k recommendations are evaluated for the
achieved results. According to our knowledge, it appears that
no research has been conducted on a MOOC RecSys specifi-
cally utilizing CF and ML techniques including RFR, KNN,
DTR, SVD, XGBR, and LR, along with two different simi-
larity measurements (cosine and MSD baseline similarities)
for neighborhood and top-k recommendations calculations.

A. MOOC DATASET
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, MOOCs have seen a boom
in 2021. It is difficult for students to learn new skills when
there are so many paid and free resources available online.

Because of this, RecSys may be developed using this dataset
to suggest courses to students based on their skills and level of
difficulty. Moreover, a Course link is provided, which RecSys
maymake available for simple access. For the model training,
two benchmark datasets are used during the experiment. The
well-knownMOOC datasets, including Coursera andUdemy,
are used in the experiments and evaluations. The following
subsections provide a detailed description of the MOOC
datasets.

B. UDEMY DATASET
The Udemy course dataset is a collection of data that includes
information on courses available on the Udemy platform. The
dataset contains over 130,000 courses and includes various
attributes or parameters such as course title, description,
instructor name, price, rating, number of subscribers, and
number of reviews.2 It can be used for various purposes
such as data analysis, ML, RecSys, and NLP. It can provide
valuable insights into the most popular courses, the highest-
rated courses, and the courses with the most subscribers. This
dataset can be used by scholars, investigators, and analysts
to better understand the Udemy platform and its users and to
build online course creation and promotion strategies. Table 1
reports the features of the benchmark Udemy dataset.

The Udemy dataset is made up of 3678 rows and
12 columns. This dataset includes 3678 entries from Udemy
courses in the following 4 categories: business finance,
graphic design, musical instruments, and web design.

2https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/andrewmvd/udemy-courses
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FIGURE 3. Framework for feature representations.

A MOOC platform termed Udemy provides both free and
paid courses. For simplicity of usage, this version alters the
column names eliminates empty columns, and consolidates
everything into a single CSV file [53] after preprocessing.

C. COURSERA DATASET
The Coursera course dataset is a collection of data that
includes information on courses available on the Coursera
platform. The dataset comprises more than 3,900 courses
with different parameters like duration, language, rating,
instructor name, course title, description, and enrolled stu-
dents. The dataset is available for download3 and can be used
for various purposes such as data analysis, ML, RecSys, and
NLP. When it comes to the most well-liked, highly rated,
and enrolled courses, it can offer insightful information.
Researchers, analysts, and educators can leverage this dataset
to better understand the Coursera platform and its users,
and to develop strategies for creating and promoting online
courses. The Coursera course dataset is frequently updated to
include new courses and to reflect changes in the platform.

This dataset was scraped off the publicly available infor-
mation on the Coursera website in September 2021 and
manually entered in the case where the data was improp-
erly scraped. It can be used in RecSys to promote Coursera
courses based on the Difficulty Level and the Skills needed.

Course dataset scrapped from Coursera website. The
dataset comprises six columns and 3522 course data. The
detailed illustrations of the data are reported in Table 2:

3https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/khusheekapoor/coursera-courses-
dataset-2021

TABLE 1. Representation of the parameters/features of the Udemy
dataset.

D. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING FOR MOOC
RECOMMENDATION
CF is a popular technique in RecSys that leverages the
preferences and behaviors of a group of users to make recom-
mendations for an individual user. It is based on the idea that
users with similar tastes and preferences in the past (courses
previously selected and/or numerical ratings given to those
courses) are likely to have similar preferences in the future.
This model is then used to predict courses (or ratings for
items) that the user may have an interest in.

In this work, we used CF based model SVD to sug-
gest courses that match the student’s academic performance,
interests, and learning preferences. Figure 2 depicts a
CF-based PCR architecture for MOOC recommendations in
EL, as developed in [54]. The architecture consists of two
components including user knowledge and Interactions and
application server. Here students will be able to rate any
course they study on a scale of 1-5. This ratingwill be saved in
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FIGURE 4. Use (student) case diagram for MOOC RecSys based on CF.

TABLE 2. Descriptions of the Coursera dataset.

a CSV format and later exported to a directory created using
a terminal. The model will access this file, after which we
will generate recommendations using CF-based algorithms
and apply existing ML prediction functions. In addition,
Figure 3 depicts a framework for feature representations.
In order to determine the model parameters, the first stage
involves acquiring data regarding the attributes of the student
profile, such as subject level, learning interests, behavior,
queries, ratings, views, and more. The suggested model will
then examine these parameters by integrating CF and ML by
designing a matrix for each learner group. CF and ML algo-
rithms are applied to the matrix to generate recommendations
for each student. By using student feedback in the form of
ratings or reviews, the model can improve these parameters
during the recommendation process. Furthermore, a use case
diagram forMOOCRecSys based onCF is shown in Figure 4.

The fundamental idea is to consider the opinions and views
of students on different courses and suggest the best course
for each student based on their past rankings and the opinions
of students who are similar to them.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS MODELS
The suggested research offers a cutting-edge context-aware
MOOC RecSys for developing EL courses that are built on
ML andCF. In this research,ML-basedmodels are applied for
MOOC RecSys, including Random Forest Regressor (RFR)
[55]; K-Neighbors Regressor (KNN) [20]; Decision Tree
Regressor (DTR) [53]; eXtremeGradient Boosting Regressor
(XGBR) [56]; Linear Regression (LR) [56]; and Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) [57] as follows:
RFR [55] utilizes large datasets effectively. It is capable of

successfully predicting the missing data, even when there are
no pre-processing and significant amounts of missing data.
It combines a random feature with bagging. Decision trees
paired with individual learners are found in random forests.

In the suggested PCR, first, the recommendation problem
has been transformed into a regression task, where the goal
is to predict a learner’s rating or preference for a course.
Next, an RFR model is utilized to predict learner ratings
and reviews. Then, a feature matrix has been designed where
each row represents a student-course pair, and each column
represents a feature related to students, course, and their
interactions (see Table 1 and Table 2). The datasets were
split into a train set and a test set. The model receives the
training set as input from the feature matrix. It is an ensemble
of decision trees, and it can capture complex relationships
between features and ratings.
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DTR [53] is used for classification problems. In classifi-
cation jobs, where the objective is to group data points into
groupings or categories, decision trees are most frequently
utilized. However, by properly defining the problem, DTR
can be modified for recommendation purposes. In the pro-
posed PCR, first, we need to characterize the issue as a
regression task in order to use a DTR. For instance, a continu-
ous rating score for each student-course pair can be predicted.
Then, a feature matrix has been designed where each row
shows a student-course pair, and each column shows a feature
related to students, course, and their interactions as reported
in Table 1 and Table 2. The datasets were split into a train
set and a test set. The model receives the training set as input
from the feature matrix such as using features as input and
the learner’s ratings as the target variable.
XGBR [56] is a scalable ML model designed for tree

boosting. In the regression task, it is referred to as a gradi-
ent gradient-boosted regression tree, while in classification,
it is also known as a gradient gradient-boosted decision tree.
We adapted XGBR for RecSys, particularly in scenarios
where we have student-course interactions and additional
features that can be used for prediction. In the proposed PCR,
to estimate the likelihood of each sample and select a suitable
threshold for course rating, we build a sophisticated model
based on the XGBR. Then, a featurematrix has been designed
where each row represents a student-course pair, and each
column represents a feature related to students, course, and
their interactions (see Table 1 and Table 2). The datasets were
split into a train set and a test set. The model receives the
training set as input from the feature matrix.
LR [56] is employed to identify correlations between input

data and a target variable and to predict continuous values.
For PCR RecSys, the main objective is to recommend course
content to students.

In the proposed PCR RecSys, first, the course recom-
mendation problem has been transformed into a regression
task with a continuous variable reflecting learners’ prefer-
ence such as course ratings as the target variable. Then,
a feature matrix has been designed where each row shows a
student-course pair, and each column shows a feature related
to students, course, and their interactions (see Table 1 and
Table 2). The datasets were split into a train set and a test set.
The model receives the training set as input from the feature
matrix such as using features as input and the learner’s ratings
as the target variable.
KNN [20] is used to identify user clusters based on shared

course ratings and predict results using the average rating of
the top k nearest neighbors. As an illustration, we first display
the ratings in a matrix, which has a row for each course and a
column for each student.

RecSys is often based on the KNN model and generates
suggestions based on shared similar features. However, both
classification and regression issues can be solved using KNN.
The objective of using KNN-based RecSys is to predict
the top K courses based on a given course. We set K =

5, 10, 15, and 20. The nearest Neighbors mechanism and

neighbors’ model are employed to recommend the topmost
closely related courses.

SVD [58] is a matrix factorization method in CF to factor-
ize the ratingmatrix into separate usermatrix and itemmatrix,
respectively. Although Euclidean distance is employed as a
similarity measure and SVD is utilized to reduce dimen-
sionality. However, the anticipated ranking result cannot be
predicted with sufficient accuracy as the SVD does not hold
additional information from the user and item. To improve
the accuracy of rating predictions by utilizing more features,
we employ a redistribution feature of the user matrix (learner
matrix in our case) and the item (course) matrix through SVD.
This helps in overcoming the problem of sparse data.

F. EVALUATION METRIC FOR MOOC RECOMMENDATIONS
Evaluation metrics for recommendations are used to measure
the effectiveness of RecSys in providing personalized rec-
ommendations to users. The main goal of these metrics is to
evaluate the quality of the recommendations provided by the
system and to identify areas for improvement. Some common
evaluation metrics for recommendations include [59], [60] as
follows:
Precision@k is an evaluation statistic that determines the

percentage of suggested courses in the top k that are per-
tinent to the student’s preferences or needs. It is used to
assess the correctness of a RecSys. Relevant courses are those
that the student enjoys, engages with, or finds beneficial.
The precision@k is 0.4, for instance, if a RecSys suggests
10 courses to a student and 6 of those courses are perti-
nent to the student, the system is assessed at k=5. This is
because 6 pertinent courses were among the top 5 recom-
mendations. Precision@k is a useful metric for evaluating the
proposed PCR system’s top recommendations since it takes
into account both the relevance and the recommendation
order of the courses.
Recall@k measures the proportion of relevant courses that

were recommended in the top k courses. A course is con-
sidered relevant if it is something the student would have
interacted with or found interesting if it had been suggested.
For instance, the student’s Recall@5 is 0.3 if they have inter-
acted with 10 courses, a RecSys recommends 5 courses and
3 of the recommended courses are pertinent to them.
MAP@k determines the proportion of pertinent courses

that each student should take out of the top k suggested
courses, then averages these percentages for all students. For
instance, if a RecSys is evaluated at k=5, and the MAP@k
is 0.8, it means that on average, 80% of the relevant courses
for each student are among the top 5 recommended courses.
MAP@k assesses the proposed PCR system where the total
number of pertinent courses is unknown among students
and takes into account both the precision and recall of the
RecSys. However, metrics like NDCG tackle the problem of
distinguishing between relevant courses that are listed higher
or lower in the recommendation list.
NDCG@k is employed to evaluate the effectiveness

of RecSys by measuring the ranking quality of the
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FIGURE 5. Distribution of (a) review of Udemy and (b) ratings of Coursera.

recommended courses. NDCG@k is a normalized version of
Discounted CumulativeGain (DCG@k), which calculates the
sum of relevance scores of the top k recommended courses,
with a logarithmic discount applied to the positions of the
courses. The logarithmic discount is employed to provide
higher weight to courses that are ranked higher in the list.

NDCG@k is designed as the ratio of DCG@k and the ideal
DCG@k, which is the DCG@k that would be achieved if all
the relevant courses were ranked at the top of the list. For
example, if a RecSys is evaluated at k=5, and the NDCG@k
is 0.9, it means that on average, the recommended courses are
ranked at positions that are 90% as good as the ideal ranking.
RMSE@kmeasures the average deviation of the predicted

ratings from the actual ratings across all the courses in the
test set. It is calculated as the square root of the mean
of the squared differences between the predicted ratings
and the actual ratings. For recommendations, RMSE@k is
determined by only reflecting the top-k courses in the recom-
mendation list. This signifies that only the predicted ratings
and actual ratings of the top-k courses are used to calculate the
RMSE. For example, if a RecSys is calculated at k=10, and
the RMSE@10 is 1.5, it implies that on average, the predicted
ratings of the top 10 recommended courses differ from the
actual ratings by 1.5 units.
MAE@k measures the average absolute deviation of the

predicted ratings from the actual ratings across all the courses
in the test set. In the proposed study, MAE@k is calculated
by suggesting the top-k courses in the recommendation cata-
log. This indicates that only the predicted ratings and actual
ratings of the top-k course are employed to determine the
MAE. For example, if a RecSys is evaluated at k=10, and
the MAE@10 is 1.2, it means that on average, the predicted
ratings of the top 10 recommended courses deviate from the
actual ratings by 1.2 units.
MSE@k is computed for the top k recommendations.

MSE prioritizes the accuracy of the most important rec-
ommendations rather than considering all recommendations.
MSE@k is helpful in assessing RecSys’ effectiveness when
the objective is to give the student a condensed collection of

high-quality recommendations. A lowMSE@k indicates that
the system can accurately predict the student’s preferences for
the top ‘k’ recommendations, which can improve the overall
user experience and satisfaction with the system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section demonstrates the experimental data analysis and
results achieved during the experiments. It also evaluates and
compares the results using the proposed algorithms.

A. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
Exploratory data analysis, also known as exploratory data
processing, is the critical method of presenting early analyses
of data to identify patterns, detect anomalies, test hypotheses,
and double-check suppositions using statistical and graphical
representation tools. Figure 5 shows a distribution of ratings
of (a) review of Udemy and (b) ratings of the Coursera
dataset and Figure 6 represents the average distributions of
(a) review of Udemy courses and (b) Ratings of Coursera
courses. Figure 7 depicts the classification of learning levels
(a) Udemy courses and (b) Coursera courses. The visual-
izations indicate that courses with higher difficulty levels
tend to receive lower ratings. This may be due to either the
lower quality of difficult courses or the challenges faced by
creators when teaching advanced courses online (as shown
in Figure 6). However, the pie chart depicts the courses for
advanced levels are poorly presented on the platform. Fewer
courses can result in fewer courses with good qualities and,
consequently, an overall lower ranking (Figure 7). More data
is needed to get deeper into the analysis.

B. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS
MODELS
For explicit and implicit-based MOOC RecSys, we have
implemented CF and ML RecSys. Six models are applied
including SVD, KNN, RFR, LR, DTR, and XGBR. Each of
these six methods have been evaluated using the neighbor-
hood calculation’s similarity measures, including cosine and
MSD similarity. TheMSE, RMSE, andMAEmetrics are used
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FIGURE 6. Average distribution of (a) review of Udemy courses and (b) Ratings of Coursera courses.

FIGURE 7. Classification of learning level (a) Udemy coursers and (b) Coursera courses.

to assess how well certain similarity measures perform when
applied to various ML techniques. For top-k recommenda-
tions, precision@k, recall@k, NDCG@k, and MAP@k are
also determined.

The performance of each comparison approach for each
of the four measures, Precision@k, MAP@k, recall@k, and
NDCG@k, on each of the two datasets (Udemy and Cours-
era), is shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. Finally,
Recall at top@k is depicted as a sign of the true label in a
top@k recommendations catalog. For this, the recall index
through K = 5, 10, 15, and 20 is compiled. The extent of
the recommendation list is shown by the fact that k denotes
the top course recommendations for the proposed PCR. For
top k, we used the top @5, @10, @15, and @20 course
recommendations, and the key results are listed in Table 3
and Table 4.

1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF RECOMMENDATION
MODELS ON UDEMY DATASET
Table 3 outlines the results for top courses in terms of
evaluation metrics using the Udemy dataset. With a Preci-
sion of 0.8496, the SVD model has the best Precision@5,
meaning that 84.96% of its top 5 recommendations are
applicable. Moreover, other models with comparatively good

Precision@5 scores include KNN and XGBR (Table 3 and
Figure 8 (a)). Again, SVD has the highest precision val-
ues, with a Precision@10 of 0.8478 and Precision@15 of
0.8398, suggesting that 84.78% and 83.98% of the top
10 and top 15 recommendations are relevant. SVD contin-
ues to have the highest Precision@20, with a Precision of
0.8596, suggesting that 85.96% of the top 20 recommen-
dations are relevant. XGBR and KNN are also competi-
tive with Precision@20 of 0.7422 and 0.7538, respectively
Figure 8 (a). Similarly for Recall@k, SVD stands out as
the top-performing model with a Recall@5, Recall@10,
Recall@15, and Recall@20 of 0.8123, 0.8477, 0.8501, and
0.8642, respectively. These results indicate that SVD success-
fully captures 81.23%, 84.77%, 85.01%, and 86.42% of the
relevant courses within the top 5, 10, 15, and 20 recommen-
dations, respectively. Other models like KNN andXGBR also
have relatively high Recall@k scores (see Figure 8 (b)). Fur-
thermore, SVD also leads with an NDCG@5, NDCG@10,
NDCG@15, and NDCG@20 of 0.8202, 0.8490, 0.8601, and
0.8721, respectively, suggesting high-quality recommenda-
tions. AnNDCG@20 score of 87.21% shows that SVD excels
at providing relevant and well-ranked recommendations (see
Figure 8 (d)). For MAP@, SVD is also the top-performing
model with MAP@5, MAP@10, MAP@15, and MAP@20
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TABLE 3. Performance of all the recommendation models for comparison on the Udemy dataset: bold indicates the best performance value in the metric
in a comparison among proposed models.

of 0.8306, 0.8580, 0.8610, and 0.8678, respectively. These
scores suggest that SVD produces high-quality recommen-
dations that are well-ranked across the top 5, 10, 15, and
20 positions (see Figure 8 (c)).

Furthermore, among all the models (RFR, SVD LR, DTR,
XGBR, and KNN), evaluated consistently exhibits the lowest
MAE@k values, including MAE@5, MAE@10, MAE@15,
and MAE@20, with respective scores of 0.3021, 0.2510,
0.2820, and 0.2001 (see Table 3 and Figure 10 (a)). This
indicates that, in the context of the top @k recommenda-
tions, the predicted ratings by SVD are the closest to the
actual ratings. While SVD excels in terms of MAE@k, other
models such as XGBR, DTR, and KNN also perform rea-
sonably well in providing accurate predictions. Similarly,
SVD continues to lead with the lowest MSE@5, MSE@10,
MSE@15, and MSE@20 of 0.2671, 0.2521, 0.2562, and
0.2212, respectively. These results demonstrate that SVD
with MSE@20 performs exceptionally well. KNN, XGBR,
and LR also perform well in terms of MSE@ (see Table 3
and Figure 10 (b)). Furthermore, SVD exhibits the low-
est RMSE@5, RMSE@10, RMSE@15, and RMSE@20
of 0.3211, 0.3342, 0.3693, and 0.3203, respectively. These

RMSE@k results suggest that predicted ratings of SVD are
highly accurate within the top 20 recommendations. Other
models, such as LR and KNN, also perform reasonably well
in terms of RMSE@20 (see Table 3 and Figure 10 (c)).

2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF RECOMMENDATION
MODELS ON COURSERA DATASET
Table 4 presents the evaluation results for top courses using
the Udemy dataset. The Precision metric, which measures the
relevance of recommendations as follows:

SVD consistently performs exceptionally well, with the
highest Precision@5, Precision@10, Precision@15, and Pre-
cision@20. For example, it achieves a Precision@20 of
0.8621, indicating that 86.21% of its top 20 recommendations
are relevant. Other models like KNN and XGBR also show
relatively high Precision scores (Figure 9(a)). As shown in
Table 4 and Figure 9(b), SVD excels in Recall@k as well,
leading with the highest scores across all values of k. For
instance, it achieves a Recall@20 of 0.8764, indicating that
87.64% of the relevant courses are captured in the top 20 rec-
ommendations. KNN and XGBR also perform well in terms
of Recall@k.
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TABLE 4. Performance of all the recommendation models for comparison on the Coursera dataset: bold indicates the best performance value.

SVD maintains its position as the top-performing model
with the highest MAP@k values, indicating the quality of its
recommendations in the top positions (as listed in Table 4 and
Figure 9 (c)).

According to Table 4 and Figure 9(d), SVD continues to
lead with the highest NDCG@k scores, indicating the quality
and ranking of its recommendations. For example, it achieves
an NDCG@20 of 0.8731, suggesting that its recommenda-
tions are well-ranked and highly relevant.

In Table 4 and Figure 11 (a) and (b), SVD consistently
outperforms other models, showcasing the lowest MAE@20
and MSE@20 of 0.3325 and 0.3501, respectively. These
results imply that the predicted ratings generated by SVD are
the closest to the actual ratings within the top-k recommen-
dations. While SVD excels in providing accurate predictions,
it is worth noting that other models like XGBR, DTR, and
KNN also demonstrate competence in delivering accurate
recommendations.

As shown in Table 4 and Figure 11 (c), SVD leads with the
lowest RMSE@k values, indicating the accuracy of its pre-
dicted ratings within the RMSE@20 of 0.3297. LR, XGBR,
and KNN also perform well in terms of RMSE@k using the
Udemy dataset.

The suggested approach employs an intensive ML frame-
work to analyze selected courses based on user learning
activities and experiences. This proposed method enhances
the precision of identifying relevant courses to recommend
to students and those likely to be taught or learned. The
information used for evaluation encompasses implicit and
explicit learner characteristics from online MOOC plat-
forms such as Coursera and Udemy. For both the suggested
approach and other ML algorithms, we assessed various eval-
uation metrics, including Precision@k, Recall@k, MAP@k,
NDCG@k, MAE@k, MSE@k, and RMSE@k. When com-
pared to other ML methods, SVD consistently achieved the
lowest error rate and significantly improved the prediction
accuracy of the PCR RecSys across multiple evaluation met-
rics. This demonstrates its ability to deliver high-quality,
relevant, and well-ranked recommendations, while other
models also excelled in different aspects of recommendation
quality.

V. DISCUSSION
A. RESULTS DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The study demonstrates seven major evaluation metrics to
compare the performance of the proposed models giving
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FIGURE 8. Accuracies of all the recommendation models for comparison measured by (a) precision@k, (b) recall@k, (c) MAP@k, and
(d) NDCG@k on the Udemy dataset.

multiple perspectives to analyze and to distinguish which one
is more appropriate. The results demonstrate that SVD and
KNN are better models as compared to others such as XGBR,
RFR, DTR, and LR because they are better suited to capture
complex student-course interactions.

The results of the proposed course recommendation meth-
ods are compiled in Table 3 and Table 4. In both the Udemy
and Coursera datasets, as revealed in Table 3 and Table 4,
respectively, the recommendation performances achieved by
SVD outperform those of other competitor approaches in
terms of several evaluation metrics. For instance, when com-
pared to the XGBR, LR, DTR, RFR, and KNN models,
SVD enhances course recommendation performances on the
Udemy dataset by 2.63% to 3.28% in terms of MAP and
2.30% to 4.03% in terms of NDCG, and it even enhances
recommendation accuracy on the Coursera dataset by 5.12%
to 6.04% in terms of MAP and 3.24% to 3.84% in terms
of NDCG. Moreover, on Udemy and Coursera, it can be
found that SVD saves 1.50 sec and 1.90 sec every episode,
respectively. These findings lead to the following deductions.

For instance, we achieved an NDCG score of 20, which is
quite impressive. In other words, out of a list of 20 options,

the course that 87.21% of the students actually interacted
with was recommended to them, as reported in Table 3 and
Table 4. Thus, it can be stated that a higher error leads to less
accurate recommendations. Conversely, a higher predicted
rating makes it more likely for a course to be recommended
to the student.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 compared the proposed models
using a variety of evaluation metrics on the Udemy and
Coursera datasets, respectively. We conducted experiments
and evaluated the proposed models on these benchmark
datasets. To evaluate the performance, we leveraged a set
of metrics including Precision@k, recall@k, MAP@k, and
NDCG@k. For performance evaluation, we utilized a set
of metrics, including Precision@k, Recall@k, MAP@k, and
NDCG@k. In addition, we considered MAE@k, MSE@k,
and RMSE@k, where ‘k’ represents the number of top
courses in our experiments. The number of closest neigh-
bors is a parameter that can significantly impact the
performance of a RecSys. Therefore, we assessed the out-
comes under various nearest-neighbor settings for the
top@k courses, as depicted in Figures 10 and 11 and
Tables 3 and 4.
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FIGURE 9. Accuracies of all the recommendation models for comparison measured by (a) precision@k, (b) recall@k, (c) MAP@k, and (d) NDCG@k
on the Coursera dataset.

FIGURE 10. Mean errors of all the recommendation models for comparison measured by (a) MAE@k, (b) MSE@k, and (c) RMSE@k, on the Udemy dataset.

Moreover, common error metrics, such as RMSE, MSE,
and MAE, have proven to be stable in our analysis. As a
result, we have determined that a neighborhood size (K) of
20 is optimal for our dataset. Achieving a score of @20, our
proposed metrics have performed quite well. To put this in
perspective, it means that more than 86% of students were
recommended specific courses from a list of 20 choices,

and they indeed engaged with these courses. We have also
explored how the choice of K affects various metrics, includ-
ing precision, recall, MAP, NDCG, MAE, MSE, and RMSE.
For improved performance in the field of PCR, it is advisable
to target higher precision, recall, MAP, and NDCG scores,
while simultaneously reducing MAE, MSE, and RMSE
scores.
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FIGURE 11. Mean errors of all the recommendation models for comparison measured by (a) MAE@k, (b) MSE@k, and (c) RMSE@k, on the Coursera
dataset.

FIGURE 12. Pairwise Kendall’s correlation of Precision@k, Recall@k,
NDCG@k, MAP@k, MAE@k, MSE@k, and RMSE@k on the Udemy dataset.
Pink signifies higher correlation values whereas light green indicates
lower correlation.

Furthermore, the accuracy of recommendations is evalu-
ated usingMAE,MSE, and RMSE as can be seen in Figure 10
and Figure 11. The results show that in both non-cold start
and cold start situations, the proposed method outperforms
the alternatives [20], [61]. Based on its higher performance
on two different datasets, the proposed solution has a general
methodology that may be applied to new RecSys rating pre-
diction tasks.

B. CORRELATION AMONG METRICS
In this section, the relationships (correlations) between the
model configurations based on several rating metrics are
explored. Figure 12 and Figure 13 display Kendall’s corre-
lation among metrics on the Udemy and Coursera datasets,
respectively. All correlations on the Udemy dataset are more
than 0.9, indicating that the metrics yield nearly equal ranks.
Including some correlations below 0.8, the other Coursera
dataset shows stronger disparities.

It can be observed that, particularly for the Udemy dataset,
NDCG@k and MAP@k stand out significantly from the rest
of the metrics. These two measurements are related to one
another.We believe that the extremely skewed long-tailed rat-
ing distribution across the dataset’s courses may be the cause

FIGURE 13. Pairwise Kendall’s correlation of Precision@k, Recall@k,
NDCG@k, MAP@k, MAE@k, MSE@k, and RMSE@k on the Coursera
dataset. Pink signifies higher correlation values whereas light green
indicates lower.

of this. On the two datasets, MAP is substantially connected
with NDCG.Nonetheless, the rankings generated by the other
metrics demonstrate a rather substantial correlation between
them.

C. IMPLICATIONS
The significance and the novelty of the work lie in the fact that
the current studies did not consider the Coursera and Udemy
data for top K course suggestions by developing MOOC
RecSys. This study advances the domain by combining
ML and CF techniques to provide top-k course recommen-
dations, which can offer more accurate, diverse, and fair
suggestions. The research considers recent advancements
and future perspectives in IoT-based smart EL technology,
ensuring that recommendations align with the evolving land-
scape. It contributes to ongoing academic discussions in this
smart EL domain, acknowledging both its limitations and
opportunities, and promoting a collaborative environment for
intellectual advancement. This study is inspired by the need to
make students independent learners by limiting information
overload in MOOC scenarios, which aligns with the concept
of ‘‘smart learning’’. This recommendation can help students
stay motivated and engaged in their learning. These promis-
ing initial findings provide a possible solution to assess this
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challenge further in futurework. In addition, the contributions
of this study allow the exploration of innovative intelligent
systems for IoT-enabled smart EL education and for more
potential applications in RecSys.

Moreover, as with any comprehensive study, this research
is not without its limitations. In the following sections, we go
through the limitations and restrictions of our approach as
well as potential directions for further research based on the
results of this study. These analyses open the door for further
research in this area and offer a deeper view of the broader
implications of our research.

D. LIMITATIONS
The proposed method’s drawback is that while it worked well
for the Coursera and Udemy datasets, it has not been com-
piled on other similar datasets. The second drawback of our
technique is that, as it performs well for small datasets, it may
have run-time and storage implications for larger datasets.

Another drawback is regarding the privacy issue; there
are concerns about the use of personal information on EL
platforms, and the potential misuse of this information for
recommendations purposes. Developing privacy-preserving
methods regarding the use of personal information on
MOOCs can be addressed for data collection and anal-
ysis. Furthermore, investigating online recommendation
approaches and implementing data privacy and security mea-
sures in real-time can effectively tackle data security, and
privacy issues [62], [63].

E. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In the future, to address the aforementioned drawbacks by uti-
lizing a more accurate distance metric, such as Mahalanobis
distance, which uses the variance of the data distribution to
assess the distance from all points in addition to the distance
between any two spots, the proposed method can be further
enhanced. Other methods based on DL like deep collabora-
tive neural networks, BERT, ANN, and RNN, can be used
to enhance the performance of the suggested method. It is
possible to use other MOOC datasets like edX and Udacity
to improve performance and make it more generalized. Real-
time data collection from learner activities is now possible
due to the increasing popularity of IoT solutions. Using body
area sensor networks and data compression techniques is a
useful way to collect data from students’ learning activities.

Finally, utilizing the rating-based feedback and learning
from the sentiment scores, wewant to construct a live demo of
the proposed PCR and assess its quality in an online learning
environment with real students and learners. This can make
it easier to evaluate the effectiveness of the discussed PCR
method in various situations and application domains.

VI. CONCLUSION
By combining IoT technologies with RecSys, personalized
EL and MOOC RecSys can provide learners with tailored
educational experiences, improving engagement and enhanc-
ing learning outcomes within the context of IoT-enabled

smart education. To this end, this research introduced a
novel system for personalized learning and MOOC Rec-
Sys, enabled by a smart EL platform. To validate the
model, we conducted experiments using real-world bench-
mark datasets from Coursera and Udemy. Furthermore, this
research addressed a significant challenge in EL systems
and recommendation systems for new learners. We proposed
mitigating this challenge by incorporating input from other
learners in the recommendation mechanism, so this complex-
ity can be minimized.

The primary goal of this research was to develop an
adaptive PCR-based EL RecSys. To generate the top K rec-
ommendations using similarity techniques, our suggested
strategy characterizes the course and learner in a seman-
tically rich manner. The method is combined with CF
and ML techniques. To assess the effectiveness of each
technique, we used seven major evaluation metrics, includ-
ing Precision@k, recall@k, MAP@k, NDCG@k MAE@k,
MSE@k, and RMSE@k. Better ranking accuracy is typically
indicated by higher metric values. The proposed approach
produced the lowest error rate and improved the prediction
accuracy of the PCR, as evidenced by the evaluation metrics.
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